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the download links provided on IaDO. Being.Q: Is a passenger aware of the drone moving through

the sky? From the perspective of the passenger riding the drone (which is at the same altitude as the
drone itself) will he/she be aware of the drone moving through the sky? Is there an angle at which

the passenger would notice the drone? Or would the drone make him/her permanently disoriented?
A: From experience with (and for the purposes of this, typical of) smaller model Unmanned Aerial

Vehicles (UAV), which are much more maneuverable than other heavier, larger UAVs, they are often
quite low and clear of obstructions. Basically, the results vary from a low-level view that seems to be
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question; the answer is that they'd need to be well within the range of obscuring the feature of a
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function of the design. And as always, this is in the implementation (and not necessarily the design).
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